Sabbath - discipline three in our spiritual formation series
HOW TO GET STARTED.

SPIRITUAL FORMATION THROUGH SABBATH
This quarter, we will focus on becoming more like Jesus through the intentional
practice of Sabbath. Our prayer is that through learning the practice of
Sabbath, we are formed into people who stop striving, rest in God’s work,
trust His control, be a counter-cultural presence to a watching world, and can
stop to enjoy Him and His gifts.
If you’re new to the idea of Sabbath, join the club! It has been one of the most
misunderstood and neglected practices of the evangelical church in the last century. Some see this as another demand we have to obey in order to please God.
Others see Sabbath as just a “day off” or as something that was important to Israel but doesn’t have much to do with us today. Yet, Sabbath is so much more! It is a
gift from God; an invitation to stop and rest, to delight in Him and His gifts, and to
worship.
Like the previous formation guides, this guide to Sabbath is broken into four parts
for you to work through sequentially with your Missional Community, on your own,
and with your DNA group. Each part builds on the previous one and will help
form you into a person who can rest in God, give up control, and be present
to delight in Him and His gifts.
Part 1: Created to Sabbath
Part 2: Sabbath Resistance
Part 3: Sabbath Delight
Part 4: Sabbath Worship
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Sabbath - discipline three in our spiritual formation series
HOW TO ENGAGE WITH THIS PRACTICE
Learn Together through a Sermon
We will start each quarter learning together in our Sunday gathering
about a spiritual formation practice. This sermon sets the foundation
and if you miss it, please take time to watch or listen. This foundation
sermon on Sabbath, preached on July 26, 2020 by our guest John
Mark Comer, is available on both the Doxa app and website.
Missional Community (or DNA Group) Discussion
Using the Sabbath Guide, you will work through four parts over the
quarter to help you learn about this practice in more depth with your
community. Just follow the prompts. Start here before jumping into
the individual practices.
Individual Practices
After discussing the practice with your Missional Community, you’re
invited to try exercises on your own to help you develop a rhythm of
Sabbath. Don’t worry about getting it right or being perfect, just try
to work through the practice and take note of what was hard, what
you enjoyed, and what God was teaching you. You will then reflect
on this with your DNA group.
DNA Group Reflection
After you have experienced these practices yourself, your DNA
group will meet to reflect on this experience and what God is teaching you through the process. Use the provided questions to guide
your DNA conversation, but feel free to let the conservation go
beyond these.
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Invitation to a Journey
The Spirit of the Disciplines
Celebration of Discipline
Sacred Rhythms
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The Ruthless Elimination of Hurry
Subversive Sabbath
The Rest of God
Keeping the Sabbath Wholly
Sabbath as Resistance
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